Todays class - ASIC200 (we aim to be done by 8pm today):
Intro to team (10min)
Quick word from Meerav (research stuff) (5min)
Intro to class logistics (10min)
Dave talks about the global in the “Sciences” (25min)
The making of the name tags - and quick break (10min)
Allen talks about the global in the social sciences and humanities
(30min)*
A thing that involves zombies (25min)

* this is the only part that you need to make sure you remember for the rest of the course. Notes
and slides will be provided on the website tomorrow.
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Renumeration: 2 x $10 Gift Cards

The study involves
2x 45m interviews
First: Next week
Second: Mar/Apr

All participants
are anonymous to
Course Leaders

Interdisciplinary Research Study
Email meerav.shah@durham.ac.uk
if you have any further questions
Researcher: Meerav Shah (UG)

Arts & Science Integrated Course (ASIC) 200:
A course about global issues and your future.
Human society confronts a range of challenges that are global in
scope. These changes threaten planetary and local ecosystems, the
stability and sustainability of human societies, and the health and
well being of human individuals and communities. The natural and
human worlds are now interacting at the global level to an
unprecedented degree. Responding to these global issues will be
the greatest challenge facing human society in the 21st century.
In this course, students will explore selected global issues from the
perspective of both the physical and life sciences and the social
sciences and humanities.
The fundamental philosophy of the course is that global issues
cannot be fully understood or addressed without a functional
literacy in both the Sciences and the Arts.

Learning Objectives:
This course has four core learning objectives.
Students will:
• Acquire a range of analytical perspectives used in
the physical and life sciences and the social
sciences and humanities to investigate global
issues;
• Build an appreciation for the importance of
interdisciplinary knowledge, education, and
dialogue in meeting global challenges;
• Actively participate in group exercises to develop
teamwork and leadership abilities; and
• Develop the skills necessary for active engagement
in global issues in local, national, and international
civil society, which will include future studies, roleplay scenario design, educational writing, final
report composition, using twitter (#asic200) and
the creative expression and presentation of ideas.
http://myasic200.wordpress.com

ASIC200 topics:

climate change
-

Physical Sciences
Politics
Economics
Relatively predictable
Slow timeframes
About your world

genomics
-

Life Science
Ethics
Anthropology/Sociology
Highly unpredictable
Fast timeframes
About you

Mark Breakdown
10% – Simulation Commentary (due Jan 23 + Feb 6)
10% – PCR Lab Reflection (due Mar 12)

}

labs

15% – First Individual Future World Project report (due Feb. 13)
15% – Second Individual Future World Project report (due Mar 19)
20% – Future World Project Role Playing Game report (due Mar 31)

}

game

30% – Final Examination (UBC scheduling)

The Lowdown:
Super secure building: doors are only open from 5:30pm to 6:10pm (and will also open from
7:20 to 7:40 for mid-class break). Attendance is mandatory. If you’re going to miss a class,
please let us know (some classes, due to the nature of the activity, we actually make a note of
who is missing). Course load in terms of homework, readings, video watching tends to be
heavy just before the main lectures (mid January and early March), but other times tend to be
lighter, especially after early March. For assignments, follow the marking rubrics, and make
sure you’re using good citations! Don’t be afraid to ask questions in class, after class or by
visiting Dave or Allen in their oﬃces.
Grade average in 2018W, 80% | 2017W, 79% | 2016W, 79%

Game? Table Top Role Playing Game:
World Building: Physical

World Building: Social

myasic200.wordpress.com

Campaign/PC

Last Class!
Play
Session!

myasic200.wordpress.com

The “global” in the sciences.
Yup, it’s global.
The work is often global (best when transparent and collaborative)
Discoveries are global (if not planetary or universal)
Impacts can be global.
Also, there is lots of science about our “globe” (pedantic take)
Facts* are global
* good ones: i.e. evidence based closest approximations to truth, anyway.

Facts* are global
Facts are alternative?

???

1. SEE SOMETHING
2. THINK OF A REASON WHY
3. FIGURE OUT A WAY TO CHECK YOUR REASON
4. AND?
5. NOW, EVERYONE GETS TO DUMP ON YOU
6. REPEAT, UNTIL A CONSENSUS IS FORMED

YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A
SCIENTIST TO SEE THE MERIT
IN BEING ABLE TO THINK
LIKE A SCIENTIST.

?

(internal energy)

(heat)

(work)

(water states)

(temperature)

(wind, waves)

!
“science culture”
or
whereby one recognizes that science does not
operate in isolation

???
TRUE OR FALSE?
US Research has suggested that for some large groups
of people, the more highly educated they are, the more
likely they will disagree with the scientific consensus
on anthropogenic (i.e. caused by humans) climate
change.

@ng_dave

Cultural Cognition as a Conception of the Cultural Theory of Risk, in Handbook of Risk Theory:
Epistemology, Decision Theory, Ethics and Social Implications of Risk 725-760 (eds. Hillerbrand, R.,
Sandin, P., Roeser, S. & Peterson, M.) (Springer London, Limited, 2012)
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By networking in the lecture hall, try to assemble a team of 6-ish
people that you believe have the knowledge and skill sets to not
just SURVIVE the zombie apocalypse but also SAVE the world
from the zombie apocalypse.
That knowledge, and those skill sets, must be drawn only from
what you have written on your name tag (i.e., knowledge based on
your academic specialty and special skills). As well, due to the
nature of the zombie contagion, you want to create teams that are
as diverse as possible (both in terms of interests and
demographically). (5 min)

Then it’s time for a quick group discussion (<10 min) with two
tasks in mind:
1. Think of a cool team name. Zombies have been known to be
frightened of epic team names (please leave your name tags
on the given sheet of paper, and epic cool name).
2. Basically come up with a plan, and tell us why you think your
group will be the best at the above objective by working in
your skills and academic backgrounds.

Report from a few groups (<5 min)

